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 “Harmony Jones, BDSM.” The  
jet-black nametag stuck out, 
hanging in a void of white. The 

pick-up had been swift, firm; at no point had 
José felt in danger. Until now. There are very 
few people, real or mythical, you truly dread 
meeting, but your personal Big Data Special 
Manager is in the top three. That they always 
seemed to have such reassuring names only 
made matters worse.

The officers from the Data Brigade could 
have wanted him for many things, unfor-
tunately. Home organization and finding 
certified hackers had been Lance’s realm, 
and after the divorce, things had got out of 
control. José would not be surprised to learn 
he was late on one payment or another. 

It certainly couldn’t help that Lance had 
been awarded full custody of everything, 
thanks to allegations of José maliciously 
increasing data incompatibility, as if he 
was somehow at fault for them being barely  
compatible in the first place. 

But they had met before partnership  
validation — and everything else — used 
sabermatics algorithms, imported from 
baseball analysis, to make sense of the mon-
strous loads of data from genomics, tran-
scriptomics, proteomics, metabolomics, 
epigenomics, socialomics, economylomics, 
anthropolomics, psychologyomics and 
behaviouromics that had been lying around 
since the first quarter of the twenty-first cen-
tury. Big Data had finally arrived, and, based 
on every thing it could gather on the couple, 
it foretold a clear story of logical doom for 
the Sousa–Menzies partnership. Except this 
was not about Lance. It was much worse.

“I have some testimony to show you,” 
Harmony Jones said. “Please be aware that 
all legal guidelines have been followed. Any 
appeals should be filed after this hearing.”

The film consisted of a collage of events 
pasted together from security cameras on 
businesses, traffic lights, bank machines and 
passing drones. Night morphed into day as 
José wallowed choppily though his routines 
and changed clothes every ten seconds; it 
was like one of those arty found-footage 
montage movies. 

The action sped up and paused regularly, 
with Harmony Jones calmly asking José to 
validate whatever it was that the cameras 
showed. How could he not? The images 
were impressively vivid, and the software 
could recognize anyone, even buried under 

winter attire, even after plastic surgery. 
Without hacking to ‘normalize’ the data, 
there was nowhere to hide. And why, indeed,  
Harmony Jones pointed out rhetorically, 
would one hide from oneself?

Cameras were not actually the issue: their 
permanent gaze had been considered a 
fait accompli for a while. But wireless skin 
implants that had evolved exponentially 
from wearable credit cards, designed to 
avoid carrying valuables in discos and bars, 
to live health monitors that included 
miniature RNA sequencing 
and mass-spectrometry 
capability were nothing 
short of a regrettable 
nanotech marvel. 
They allowed for 
oodles of hard bio-
chemical data to be 
gathered and cross-
referenced with softer 
behavioural patterns in 
something agonizingly close 
to real time, so that Harmony 
Jones could calmly reel off a 
number of misdemeanours.

“Your actions do not match data 
recommendations. December 9: you took 
a brand of pain medication with side effects 
that did not comply with your psychology 
profile or heart rate at the time. 

“The following day you had three glasses 
of standard white wine during your sev-
enth straight LonelyThirty Date with no 
match, when your transaminase activity, 
urea and reactive oxygen species levels 
clearly demanded two as the limit, a dose 
of MitoDiet™ antioxidants or, at the very 
least, a switch to an above-average red. 
Also, your serotonin levels, blood flow and 
brain glucose consumption rates imply that 
you should have been much happier at that 
encounter than your behaviour suggests. 

“Your exercise habits are beyond pathetic. 
You blatantly ignore all nutraceutical  
warnings. And you stubbornly continue to 
harbour a liking for black liquorice when 
your polymorphism profile implies that you 
should favour red …” Harmony seemed to 
briefly hesitate. “Not all are binding, but you 
can browse the 976 violations identified in 
the report at your leisure.”

José tried meekly to counter that he did 
not contest the data, but merely thought that 
the interpretation might, perhaps, allow for 
certain mitigating circums —

“The data are not contestable,” his BDSM 

intoned. “Your live monitoring patches 
are complemented by continuous cross- 
reference from public display cameras. And 
your life-expectancy and health-prediction 
algorithms are adjusted to both ageing and 
biannual epigenome sequencing, with the 
possibility of certified hacking added in as 
a wild card. 

“Separation grieving from your former 
partner should be 90.78% resolved at this 
stage, and as of this morning cannot be fac-

tored in. This is precisely why you were 
selected for intervention. By 
removing this item from 

the algorithm, your 
behaviour is 65.89% 
at odds with what the 
data recommend. 
Upon reaching the 

66% mark you will no 
longer be covered by public 

insurance.” 
She paused for effect. 

“And the assets balance  
suggests you also won’t be able 

to afford fully private options. Please 
remember that, in agreement with the 

Valuable Citizen with Limited Liability Act, 
we are formally required to have only your 
best interests in mind. If you truly believe 
this is unwarranted, I can refer you for 
assessment by either the Assisted End of Liv-
ing Unit, on the top floor; or the Indigent 
Postgraduate Skłodowska-Curie Training 
Network, in the basement.” 

José had no idea what to say at this point, 
except the usual harping everyone engaged 
in at parties, about the reduction of people 
to morsels of data parked in faraway clouds, 
while secretly hoping their neighbours had 
a worse ranking than they did.

“I don’t understand the issue,” Harmony 
smiled in blank politeness. “You are the 
Data. Of course you are the Data. What-
ever else could you be? Be thankful we can 
measure everything so accurately. It only 
means that there is now more of you than 
there ever was. And we cherish every single 
byte of you.” ■
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They’ve got your number.
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